
DETACHED VILLA WITH 5 BEDROOMS
 Benahavís

REF# R4676365 – 5.250.000€

5
Beds

6
Baths

682 m²
Built

1003 m²
Plot

318 m²
Terrace

Discover a truly remarkable modern villa nestled in the prestigious gated community of El Herrojo in 
Benahavís. Positioned perfectly to capture breathtaking views of the surrounding landscape and majestic 
La Concha mountain, this residence epitomizes luxury living. The sleek modern architecture is 
characterized by striking white exterior walls juxtaposed against meticulously landscaped gardens, creating 
a visual masterpiece that exudes sophistication.

Step into the meticulously manicured gardens, where a stunning private pool awaits amidst lush greenery, 
offering both privacy and a serene connection with nature. Expansive terraces dotted around the property 
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provide ideal settings for alfresco dining and leisure, complete with inviting chill-out areas and an outdoor 
kitchenette, perfect for entertaining guests.

Inside, the interiors of this villa are nothing short of extraordinary, boasting a bespoke modern design 
tailored uniquely to this property. The ground floor features an open-plan layout that seamlessly integrates 
all living spaces, with elegant wooden accents and subtle splashes of color adding character and warmth to 
the ambiance. The living area is a harmonious blend of comfort and style, complete with integrated shelving 
and ample space for relaxation or hosting gatherings.

The kitchen is a chef's delight, featuring sleek wooden cabinets, state-of-the-art appliances, and a stunning 
marble island that doubles as a breakfast bar. Direct terrace access from the ground floor ensures a 
seamless transition between indoor and outdoor living, enhancing the overall sense of space and 
connectivity.

Upstairs, the bedrooms are elegantly appointed, with the master bedroom standing out as a true sanctuary. 
Offering direct terrace access for captivating views, it serves as the ultimate retreat for relaxation. The 
master bathroom is equally impressive, boasting a luxurious standalone tub, a spacious shower, and a 
double vanity with exquisite wooden accents.

To top it all off, this exceptional villa offers an impressive solarium, providing additional space for relaxation 
and enjoyment. Additional amenities elevate the luxury living experience, including a spectacular home 
gym, a relaxing spa with a Hammam and sauna, and a home cinema, making it a residence that truly goes 
beyond the ordinary, offering a lifestyle of unparalleled luxury and sophistication.
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